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APR Report—2017-2018
Section I: Program Description
IA1. Program (Select your program from the drop down list)
APP TECH Management AS Degree and Certificates

IA2. Other Program (If your program is not on the above list, write it in here)

IB. Program Lead (Your first and last name)
Kanoe Bandy

IC. Program Mission Statement
Provide the Program’s Mission Statement.
The mission of the Management Program is to advance the understanding and responsible practice of management in a
dynamic and global environment for any student. Our aim is to prepare students to be innovative, ethical, global leaders
by fusing the art, science, and technology of business. We intend for our graduates to think holistically about business
and understand both the strengths and the limitations of management systems.

ID. Program Summary
Provide a brief summary on the current status of the program being reviewed.
This program served 2023 students during the past four years. 1970 of them were proficient or better in their SLOs which
is a 97% success rate. The capstone course only achieved 82% (up from 61% the year before), but this is due, in part, to
the capstone serving several degree programs, and not all are the same as the Management program.
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Section II: Looking Back—2016-2017
IIA. Present the Results (Rubric Criterion 3)
Provide a descriptive summary of the outcomes from the 2016-2017 cycle of program review.
Courses were revised, focused to objectives which, in turn, were aligned to SLOs. These changes have increased SLO
proficiency. The program continues to be attractive to students. A new section of incarcerated students has been added
to serve the needs of these students. Withdrawal rates for the entire four years average 5%, but fell to a bit more than 3%
this evaluation cycle. The introduction to business course had a much higher withdrawal rate, but there several students
in this section had medical, personal, and work situations which required them to withdrawal.

IIB. Probe the Results: I Wonder . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 3)
In this section, judge whether the activities you implemented in 2016-2017 to reach your goals were effective. Did the
activities have an effect on the outcome? Please describe WHY you believe your outcomes came out the way they did.
Did you reach your goals? If yes, explain why. If you did not reach your goals, explain why.
The work on this program has made significant changes in SLO proficiency. Completion rates have increased, students
are not withdrawing, and their persistence is being rewarded with a pass rate in excess of 97% over the past four years.
We have surpassed our goals which we thought would be a mere 10% improvement and an 85% overall pass rate.

IIC. Ideate Innovations: What if . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 5)
In this section, describe activities you believe would have an effect on your 2017-2018 outcome measures.
In the glamor of above, there is purposely missing "the other side of the coin." We have discovered the following data and
are greatly perplexed and confounded by them. The management program requires most students to take 10 mini
course. This being the case, we know we have served 2023 students in four years. Assume (I know. BEWARE!) then we
should divide this number by 10 to give us 200 individual students. Now we can look at major counts and awards. Here
are the data:
Major Counts: AS- Mgmt. Degree (2014) 4 (2105) 14 (2016) 7 (2017) 5 This is a total of 30!
CA- Mgmt.
(2014) 5 (2105) 6 (2016) 7 (2017) 3 This is a total of 21!
CA-Cust. Svc.
(2014) 5 (2105) 6 (2016) 4 (2017) 3 This is a total of 18!
AWARDS:

AS- Mgmt. Degree (2014) 3 (2105) 1 (2016) 2 (2017) 2 This is a total of 8!
CA- Mgmt.
(2014) 4 (2105) 2 (2016) 1 (2017) 6 This is a total of 13!
CA-Cust. Svc.
(2014) 9 (2105) 11 (2016) 12 (2017) 15 This is a total of 47!

Here is the UGLY question: WHY ARE OUR STUDENTS NOT GRADUATING WITH THEIR DEGREE?
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We have identified at least five possibilities which come to us from student surveys and correspondence:
#1. Students are getting a raise after completing some of their courses so they do not continue. They have been
successful!
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Section III: Looking Forward—2017-2018
III. List Your 2017-2018 Goals—Be Quantitative!
List your 2017-2018 APR goals in terms of their expected changes on the outcome measures as indicated earlier. Each
goal that requires resources, impacts other areas, or otherwise is substantive requires the submission of an APR Goal
form. Keep in mind the scoring rubric criteria:
1. The relationship between program review narrative and the APR Goal is evident and strongly supported by
evidence.
2. The APR Goal directly implements institutional planning document goals.
3. The outcome directly implements institutional planning outcomes, and is transferrable and/or scalable
institutionally.
4. APR Outcome indicators, methods and/or timelines use institutional measures, transferrable/scalable institutionally
5. Before/after benchmarks and timelines are completely specified, identical methods, transferrable/scalable.
Our goal for the management program is to slightly revise the listed courses in the degree, eliminate the management
certificate, and add two more mini courses to the list of selections. These can be measured simply by completion which is
expected to be in 2018.
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Section IV (Optional): Evaluation of Program Review and Planning Process
IVA. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process
In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process worked best and
why?
Since we are more confident in the numbers being provided to the division, it was most informative to look at a larger
picture this round in this degree. Any reader must admit that our findings are a surprise, and this information is of great
value to the division in its planning, controlling, and evaluation processes.
It is imperative that this writer mention the importance of the extraordinary work done in Institutional Research to support
this monumental effort. Without Bandy and Velda, this project would be a dismal exercise at best and a wretched
nightmare at worst. Thank you for your dedication, hard work, and collegiality. They are deeply appreciated by all the
members in the Applied Tech division!

IVB. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process
In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process would you change
and why?
For this program review, the process worked as designed.
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